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203 In this regard see R. Lyster, 'A fossil fuel-funded Climate Disaster Response Fund under the UNFCCC loss and damage mechanism' where the author proposes that fossil fuel companies supplement the funds available from governments and insurers <http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2346616>. 
21. Human rights, environmental justice, and the North-South divide

Carmen G. Gonzalez

1. INTRODUCTION

Global economic activity exerts relentless pressure on the planet’s ecological systems and threatens the health and well-being of present and future generations. Despite the proliferation of legal instruments to combat environmental degradation, the global economy continues to exploit natural resources at unsustainable rates while intensifying inequality within and among nations.¹

The leading cause of global environmental degradation is the profligate consumption of the planet’s resources by its wealthiest inhabitants, most of whom reside in the global North or in the mega-cities of the global South.² The richest 20 per cent of the world’s population consumes roughly 80 per cent of the planet’s economic output,³ and generates 90 per cent of its hazardous waste.⁴ From colonialism to the present, the North’s appropriation of the South’s natural resources in order to fuel its economic expansion has generated harmful economic and environmental consequences, trapping Southern nations in vicious cycles of poverty and environmental degradation and


² Ibid. This chapter uses the terms North and South to distinguish wealthy industrialized nations (including the United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Japan, and the members of the European Union) from the generally less prosperous nations of Asia, Africa, and Latin America. Despite (i) the heterogeneity of the countries that comprise the global South; (ii) the existence of an elite economic and political class in the South (the North in the South) as well as socially and economically subordinated communities in the North (the South in the North); and (iii) the growing South-South economic and environmental conflicts, including disagreements over climate policy and over foreign acquisition of Southern agricultural lands (the so-called ‘land grabs’), the global South shares a history of Northern economic and political domination that has prompted Southern nations to join forces as a negotiating bloc (the Groups of 77 plus China) to demand a more just distribution of global wealth. The North-South framework remains a useful tool for mobilizing collective resistance to an international economic order that entrenches poverty, inequality, and widespread environmental degradation.


producing global environmental problems (such as climate change and biodiversity loss) that will constrain the development options of generations to come. Indeed, much of the ecological harm in the global South is due to export-oriented production rather than domestic consumption and to unsustainable natural resource exploitation by transnational corporations.

The adverse impacts of global environmental degradation are borne disproportionately by the planet's most vulnerable human beings, including the rural and urban poor, racial and ethnic minorities, women, and indigenous peoples. In both the North and the South, the communities most burdened by crushing poverty, ill health, political disempowerment, and social exclusion are the ones most exposed to air and water pollution and most affected by climate change and other global environmental problems.

In the United States, the concentration of environmental hazards in low-income communities and communities of colour sparked a vibrant environmental justice movement dedicated to the defence of disparately impacted communities. Environmental justice activists have been at the forefront of struggles over the siting of hazardous industries in low-income minority communities; access to parks and open space; farmworker exposure to pesticides; inequities in disaster preparedness and emergency response; workplace health and safety; access to healthy and affordable food; and the enhancement of tribal regulatory authority over indigenous lands.

Environmental justice scholars and advocates identify four distinct aspects of environmental injustice. They allege distributive injustice in the form of disproportionate exposure to environmental hazards and limited access to environmental amenities; procedural unfairness due to exclusion of socially and economically subordinated communities from environmental decision-making; corrective injustice in the form of...

---

inadequate enforcement of environmental laws; and social injustice because environmental degradation is inextricably intertwined with deeper structural ills such as poverty and racism.\textsuperscript{10}

Environmental justice struggles are taking place in both the global North and the global South.\textsuperscript{11} Among the most prominent are the struggles of the indigenous peoples of the Arctic and of the Pacific Islands for climate justice,\textsuperscript{12} the resistance of Nigeria's ethnic minorities to environmentally devastating oil drilling,\textsuperscript{13} and the challenge by transnational agrarian movements (such as La Via Campesina) to corporate-dominated free trade policies that undermine rural livelihoods, exacerbate poverty and hunger, and degrade the environment.\textsuperscript{14}

Many scholars and legal practitioners have framed the demands of the environmental justice movements nationally and globally in the language of human rights.\textsuperscript{15} Although most human rights treaties do not explicitly recognize the right to a healthy environment, global and regional human rights tribunals have concluded that inadequate environmental protection may violate the rights to life, health, food, water, property, privacy, and the collective rights of indigenous peoples to their ancestral lands and resources.\textsuperscript{16} Human rights violations caused by environmental degradation have been found to infringe the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1966); the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (1966); the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (1950); and the American Convention on Human Rights (1969) despite the absence of explicit environmental provisions in these treaties.\textsuperscript{17} In addition, three regional human rights treaties (the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights, the San Salvador Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights, and the Arab Charter on Human Rights), and the ASEAN Declaration on Human Rights recognize the substantive right to a healthy environment; the 1998 Aarhus Convention on Access to Information,

\begin{itemize}
\item Agyeman et al, above n 6, 10–11.
\end{itemize}
Public Participation in Decision-Making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters recognizes procedural environmental rights.\textsuperscript{18}

The protection of environmental human rights by regional and international human rights institutions has prompted the recognition of environmental human rights in national constitutions, legislation, and judicial decisions.\textsuperscript{19} Currently, at least 147 national constitutions explicitly reference environmental rights and/or environmental responsibilities.\textsuperscript{20} Clearly, human rights law has been and continues to be an important weapon in the struggle for environmental justice.

While environmental justice scholars and practitioners have harnessed the power of human rights to advocate for the individuals and communities that have been harmed by environmental degradation, North-South power imbalances pose major challenges to the achievement of environmental justice between as well as within nations. North-South environmental inequities, like their domestic counterparts, manifest themselves in the form of distributive, procedural, corrective, and social injustice. Although the North has contributed disproportionately to global environmental degradation and has reaped the associated economic benefits, the South experiences distributive injustice in the form of disparate exposure to environmental hazards due to the vulnerable geographic locations and limited regulatory capabilities of many Southern nations, to the ongoing unsustainable extraction of natural resources to satisfy Northern consumers, and to the transfer of polluting industry and hazardous wastes from North to the South.\textsuperscript{21} North-South relations are also plagued by procedural injustice because the North dominates decision-making in the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Trade Organization (WTO), and even in multilateral environmental and human rights treaty negotiations due to its greater economic and political influence.\textsuperscript{22} Corrective injustice is perhaps most evident in the inability of small island nations to obtain redress for the imminent annihilation of their lands due to climate change-induced sea level rise.\textsuperscript{23} Finally, North-South environmental conflicts are inextricably intertwined with colonialism and with post-colonial trade, aid, finance, and investment policies that impoverished Southern nations and enabled the North to exploit the South’s resources without internalizing the social and environmental costs.\textsuperscript{24}

\textsuperscript{19} Boyd, above n 18, 78, 106–7.
\textsuperscript{20} Ibid 47.
\textsuperscript{24} Gonzalez, above n 9, 583, 595–602.
A second challenge to the achievement of environmental justice is the imperial legacy of international law. From the colonial period to the present, international law has generated a series of doctrines that justified Northern political, economic, and military interventions in the South in order to achieve ‘civilization’ or ‘development’ in accordance with supposedly universal European norms. Human rights law is based on the natural law notion that human beings possess certain inalienable, permanent, and fundamental rights by virtue of their humanity, and that these universal rights supersede any conflicting national laws. Southern scholars have questioned the universal aspirations of human rights law in a multicultural world and have pointed out that international law (including human rights law) has historically been used by the North to justify the conquest and dispossession of Southern peoples and has recently been deployed to legitimate military intervention and economic reconstruction in places as diverse as Somalia, Kosovo, Iraq, and Afghanistan. In the words of Makau Mutua: ‘[International human rights fall within the historical continuum of the European colonial project in which whites pose as the saviors of a benighted and savage non-European world.’

This chapter will critically examine the relationship between environmental justice and human rights by focusing on the North-South dimensions of environmental injustice. Rather than restate and supplement the existing scholarship on the advantages and disadvantages of human rights-based approaches to environmental protection, the chapter will serve as a cautionary note – reminding the reader that the discourse of human rights is embedded in a larger canon and that promoting environmental justice requires grappling with an international economic order that continues to subordinate the global South and to facilitate the pillage of the planet’s finite resources.

2. THE COLONIAL AND POST-COLONIAL ORIGINS OF ENVIRONMENTAL INJUS TICE

The roots of contemporary environmental injustice lie in colonialism. The European colonization of Asia, Africa, and Latin America devastated indigenous societies and wreaked havoc on the flora and fauna of the colonized territories through logging, mining, and plantation agriculture. European colonization transformed self-sufficient subsistence economies into economic outposts of Europe that produced agricultural commodities, minerals, and timber, and purchased manufactured goods. It also paved

---

the way for contemporary social and economic inequality by dispossessing indigenous farmers, uprooting and enslaving millions of Africans, and importing indentured workers to provide cheap labour for their colonial overlords.  

The colonial enterprise was justified by notions of European cultural and racial superiority that linger, in one form or another, to the present day. Europeans regarded the native populations as inferior and asserted a moral obligation to 'civilize' the 'savages' by compelling them to abandon their local cultures and assimilate to European ways. Post-colonial elites would later internalize this ideology and subjugate their own indigenous populations in the name of modernization and development. Despite the end of formal colonialism, the dismantling of apartheid, and the adoption of treaties prohibiting racial discrimination, racial hierarchies remain deeply entrenched in both the global North and the global South, as evidenced by, inter alia, the genocide in Rwanda, the social and economic legacy of apartheid in South Africa, hate crimes against non-whites and immigrants in Europe and the United States, and the subordination of Afro-descendent and indigenous populations in the Americas.

The achievement of political independence by the Latin American colonies in the nineteenth century and by the African and Asian colonies in the middle of the twentieth century did not significantly alter the South's crippling dependence on a world economy dominated by Europe and the United States. Because the terms of trade consistently favoured manufactured goods over primary commodities, the nations of the global South found themselves on an economic treadmill that prevented them from obtaining the capital to diversify or industrialize their economies. Efforts to boost national earnings by increasing the production of minerals, timber, and agricultural commodities generally went awry, producing a glut of primary commodities on global markets that depressed prices, reduced Southern export earnings, and only reinforced Southern economic vulnerability. The South's economic dependency enabled the North to exploit Southern resources at prices that did not reflect the social and environmental consequences of export production. As historian Clive Ponting observes:

31 Ibid 130–40, 196–9, 203–12.
34 Ponting, above n 29, 213–14.
36 J. Martinez-Alier, The Environmentalism of the Poor: A Study of Ecological Conflicts and Valuation (Edward Elgar 2002) 214. Economist Joan Martinez-Alier refers to this trade among rich and poor countries as 'ecologically unequal exchange', which he defines as 'the fact of exporting products from poor regions and countries at prices that do not take into account local externalities caused by these exports or the exhaustion of natural resources in exchange for goods and services from richer countries. The concept focuses on the poverty and lack of political power of the exporting region, to emphasize the idea of lack of alternative options, in terms of exporting other renewable goods with lower local impacts'.
Political and economic control of a large part of the world’s resources enabled the industrialized world to live beyond the constraints of its immediate resource base. Raw materials were readily available for industrial development, food could be imported to supply a rapidly rising population and a vast increase in consumption formed the basis for the highest material standard of living ever achieved in the world. Much of the price of that achievement was paid by the population of the Third World in the form of exploitation, poverty, and human suffering.\(^{37}\)

In the aftermath of the Second World War, the nations of the global South formed a coalition known as the Group of 77 (G-77) to reform the international economic system by passing resolutions at the United Nations General Assembly, where they held a numerical majority. They sought to assert control over their economic destinies by advancing the doctrine of permanent sovereignty over natural resources and the right to nationalize the Northern companies exploiting these resources. They mobilized to secure a New International Economic Order (NIEO) that would enhance Southern participation in global governance and provide debt forgiveness, special trade preferences, and the stabilization of export prices for primary commodities.\(^{38}\)

The debt crisis of the 1980s hastened the demise of the NIEO and facilitated the rise of the free market economic model known as the Washington Consensus.\(^{39}\) In order to secure debt repayment assistance from the IMF and the World Bank, debtor nations in the global South were required to adopt a one-size-fits-all model of economic development that included deregulation, privatization, trade liberalization, slashing social safety nets, and the intensification of export production to service the foreign debt. These policies increased poverty and inequality; reinforced the South’s economically disadvantageous dependence on the export of raw materials; bankrupted small farmers by putting them in direct competition with highly subsidized transnational agribusiness; sharply accelerated rural-to-urban migration; and enabled transnational corporations to dominate many of the newly privatized economic sectors.\(^{40}\)

The export-driven economic reforms mandated by the IMF and the World Bank accelerated the North’s overconsumption of the planet’s resources by increasing the supply and driving down the price of agricultural products, minerals, and timber.\(^{41}\) Impoverished Southern nations also became a convenient dumping ground for hazardous wastes from the global North and a magnet for polluting industry, including the mining and petroleum extraction industry.\(^{42}\) Having industrialized by appropriating the

---

\(^{37}\) Ponting, above n 29.


\(^{39}\) Gordon, above n 38, 145–50.

\(^{40}\) Ibid; Gonzalez, above n 5, 82.

\(^{41}\) Gonzalez, above n 5, 82.

\(^{42}\) Pellow, above n 4.
South's resources and by using more than its fair share of the global commons for waste disposal, the North's per capita ecological footprint continues to dwarf that of the South.\textsuperscript{43}

Scholars and activists have argued that the global North owes an ecological debt\textsuperscript{44} to the countries and peoples of the global South for 'resource plundering, unfair trade, environmental damage and the free occupation of environmental space to deposit waste'\textsuperscript{45} and for the displacement of Southern peoples and the destruction of their 'natural heritage, culture and sources of sustenance'.\textsuperscript{46} Indeed, this ecological debt is one of the key manifestations of North-South environmental injustice. Before examining the role of environmental human rights in addressing these inequities, it is essential to discuss the complicity of international law in the perpetuation of North-South inequality.

3. INTERNATIONAL LAW AND THE PEOPLES AND TERRITORIES OF THE GLOBAL SOUTH

International law played a prominent role in the subordination of the global South by providing the legal justification for the conquest of nature and of non-European peoples. Colonization and conquest were initially authorized by papal edicts from the time of the Crusades concerning the right of Christians to seize the lands of non-Christians.\textsuperscript{47} Under the influence of the sixteenth-century Spanish theological and jurist Francisco de Vitoria, the justifications for the conquest shifted to natural law. Vitoria argued that the indigenous peoples of the Americas were rational human beings bound by universal natural law and were therefore entitled to exercise ownership over their lands.\textsuperscript{48} However, because the Indians' form of governance was deemed inferior to the universal (i.e. European) standard, it was appropriate for the Spanish to intervene in their affairs as guardians or trustees.\textsuperscript{49} Furthermore, if these 'uncivilized' Indians violated natural law by refusing to allow the Spanish to travel on Indian lands, engage in commerce with them, or convert them to Christianity, then the Spanish were entitled

\textsuperscript{43} Rees and Westra, above n 3, 109–12.
\textsuperscript{46} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{49} Anghie, above n 48, 739, 743.
to wage a ‘just war’ against them, to hold them as captives, and to seize their lands.\footnote{Vitoria, above n 48, 278–86; Anghie, above n 48, 739, 743–4.}

Writing a century after Vitoria, Hugo Grotius endorsed Vitoria’s conclusions, although he discarded the Christian mission as one of the justifications for just war.\footnote{S.J. Anaya, Indigenous Peoples in International Law (Oxford University Press 2004) 19.}

The emergence of independent nation states in Europe following the 1648 Treaty of Westphalia (which ended the Thirty Years’ War and the political hegemony of the Roman Catholic Church) produced new legal justifications for the colonial enterprise.\footnote{Ibid 20–21.}

The eighteenth-century Swiss diplomat Emmerich de Vattel declared that states represented the highest form of human association and were entitled to territorial integrity, exclusive jurisdiction over their internal affairs, and freedom from external intervention.\footnote{Ibid 22–3.}

However, Vattel, like his predecessors, adopted Eurocentric models of the nation state that excluded indigenous peoples. Vattel proclaimed that peoples organized primarily along tribal or kinship lines without hierarchical, centralized authority and exclusive territorial domains were not entitled to the benefits of statehood and were therefore subject to conquest.\footnote{E. de Vattel, The Law of Nations (Liberty Fund 2008) 128–30; K. Engle, The Elusive Promise of Indigenous Development: Rights, Culture, Strategy (Duke University Press 2010) 21–4; S. Banner, Possessing the Pacific: Land, Settlers, and Indigenous People from Australia to Alaska (Harvard University Press 2007) 13–46, 163–230.}

Vattel’s writings also provided the intellectual justification for the doctrine of terra nullius, which was used extensively by the British and the French to dispossess nomadic hunter-gatherer societies on the ground that failure to cultivate the land rendered their territories ‘vacant’ and therefore subject to appropriation by European invaders.\footnote{Anghie, above n 48, 739, 745; A. Anghie, Imperialism, Sovereignty and the Making of International Law (Cambridge University Press 2004) 52–90.}

In the nineteenth century, the apogee of colonialism, prominent legal scholars adopted explicitly racial and cultural criteria to designate certain states as civilized and therefore sovereign and certain other states as uncivilized and therefore non-sovereign.\footnote{Anghie, Imperialism, Sovereignty and the Making of International Law, above n 55, 62.}

As Antony Anghie explains, ‘all non-European societies, regardless of whether they were regarded as completely primitive or relatively advanced, were outside the sphere of law, and European society provided the model which all societies had to follow if they were to progress.’\footnote{Ibid 84–6.} Acceptance into the family of nations required non-European states to transform their domestic legal systems and their methods of conducting foreign affairs to comport with European norms.

International law was deeply influenced by scholars and philosophers of the European Enlightenment who regarded non-European societies as ‘trapped in a state of nature’, and believed that the conquest of nature and the development of industry were
key duties of all civilized nations. John Westlake, a prominent nineteenth-century international lawyer, argued that the division of the colonized territories among European nations was necessary to avoid armed conflict among civilized (white) states in their inevitable competition for the resources occupied by uncivilized (non-white) ‘natives’. His rationale is as follows:

The inflow of the white race cannot be stopped where there is land to cultivate, ore to be mined, commerce to be developed, sport to enjoy, curiosity to be satisfied. If any fanatical admirer of savage life argued that whites ought to be kept out, he would only be driven to the same conclusion by another route, for a government on the spot would be necessary to keep them out. Accordingly, international law has to treat such natives as uncivilized. It regulates, for the mutual benefit of civilized states, the claims which they make to sovereignty over the region, and leaves the treatment of the natives to the conscience of the state to which sovereignty is awarded, rather than sanction their interest being made an excuse the more for war between civilized claimants, devastating the region and the cause of suffering to the natives themselves.

In short, international law rendered European cultural norms universal and justified European domination of nature and of non-European territories and peoples. In accordance with Westlake’s logic, the European powers divided up the African continent at the Berlin Conference of 1884–1885 in order to avoid open warfare among European states in their scramble for Africa’s resources. The European practice of drawing territorial boundaries without regard to the complex cultures and political organizations of African societies, laid the groundwork for many of the conflicts that plague the African continent to this day.

In the aftermath of the First World War, the League of Nations devised economic criteria to justify the continuation of the colonial enterprise. Instead of relying on racial and cultural criteria, the League distinguished between the ‘advanced’ nations of Europe and the ‘backward’ territories to authorize the ongoing international supervision of the colonies of the defeated Ottoman Empire and Germany. These ‘backward peoples’ were placed under the tutelage of the League’s Mandate Powers (most often Britain and France) until they were transformed into modern states capable of self-government. The techniques developed under the Mandate System to supervise, measure, manage, and control the progress of the ‘backward territories’ would later be re-deployed by the IMF and the World Bank to perpetuate systems of Northern

---

domination of the global South in furtherance of yet another iteration of the North’s ‘civilizing mission’.62

After the Second World War, decolonization movements in the global South significantly altered the composition of the United Nations, and enabled the newly independent states to articulate legal doctrines designed to protect and enhance their hard-won sovereignty, including the collective right of all peoples to self-determination, the doctrine of permanent sovereignty over natural resources, and the right to development.63 As North-South struggles shifted to international economic law, the South introduced new legal principles, such as the principle of special but differential treatment in international trade law, designed to reduce North-South economic disparities by providing more favourable treatment to Southern nations. Differential treatment was later incorporated into international environmental law (including the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change and the Kyoto Protocol) through the principle of common but differentiated responsibility, which imposed asymmetrical obligations on Northern and Southern states in recognition of the North’s disproportionate contribution to global environmental degradation and its greater technical and financial resources.64

Despite these innovations, Southern aspirations for a more equitable international order were thwarted by the hegemony of Northern economic development models premised on material accumulation, control of nature, unlimited economic growth, and rejection of indigenous knowledge, practices, and beliefs as obstacles to ‘modernization’.65 Rather than providing reparations for the harm caused by colonialism, the global North, in the decades following the Second World War, ascribed Southern poverty to ‘underdevelopment’, and offered scientific and technical assistance to enable the South to ‘catch up’.66 Development was portrayed as a universal aspiration and measured in Northern economic terms (primarily gross national product (GNP), later supplemented by reduction in poverty, hunger, and disease).67 Encouraged to borrow money from Northern commercial banks to finance development projects, Southern states sought IMF and World Bank assistance when skyrocketing interest rates and spiking oil prices brought these debtor nations to the brink of default. As a condition of debt relief, the IMF and the World Bank required debtor nations to implement structural adjustment programmes that exacerbated poverty and inequality in the global South. These programmes required, inter alia, drastic cuts in government spending that deprived vulnerable populations of access to education, health care, and other social

---


65 Natarajan, above n 58, 177, 192-3; Gordon and Sylvester, above n 38, 13-17.

66 Gordon and Sylvester, above n 38, 9-18.

67 Ibid 1, 18-49.
services and sparked widespread popular protests.\textsuperscript{68} Beginning in the 1990s, the World Bank responded to its critics by expanding its intervention in the global South to encompass poverty alleviation, environmental management, and a variety of rule of law programmes designed to create a favourable climate for foreign investment.\textsuperscript{69} In short, the development discourse justified the North’s continuing intervention in the South and promoted the consumption-oriented lifestyle of the United States as the new standard of civilization to which all should aspire.\textsuperscript{70}

Underlying the civilized/un-civilized, advanced/backward, and developed/developing dichotomy was the Eurocentric notion that civilization and humanity are measured by a society’s distance from nature – by its willingness to control nature through science and technology to serve human ends.\textsuperscript{71} Communities that engage in subsistence production, resist wage labour, or disdain the accumulation of material wealth were pronounced uncivilized and in need of development.\textsuperscript{72} Development was deemed to require the commodification of nature (private property) and human activity (labour), ever-increasing material consumption, international commerce, and continuous economic growth.\textsuperscript{73} Even sustainable development, the centerpiece of contemporary global environmental law and policy, was incorporated by the North into the dominant development paradigm by treating environmental protection as a technical problem that could be addressed through better planning and engineering.\textsuperscript{74} The Northern ideology of nature as a resource to be dominated for the satisfaction of human needs was exported to the South and often supplanted more sophisticated cultural traditions that viewed humans and nature as inherently interdependent.\textsuperscript{75}

Ironically, the IMF and the World Bank used the language of human rights (the promotion of ‘good governance’) to justify policies designed to further a neoliberal economic agenda.\textsuperscript{76} Like ‘development’, good governance possesses universal appeal rooted in notions of democracy, accountability, transparency, and participation. However, the good governance framework attributed Southern ‘underdevelopment’ to deficiencies in Southern states rather than to the legacy of colonialism or the failure of the economic reforms imposed through structural adjustment, and thereby legitimated the intensification of Northern neoliberal interventions.\textsuperscript{77} Moreover, because the World Bank and the IMF were barred by their respective Articles of Agreement from interfering in politics, these institutions embraced those human rights compatible with
their economic and financial mandates (such as ensuring debt repayment by promoting economic growth through privatization and deregulation). The primary goal of the good governance initiatives became the reform of law, the judiciary, and the public sector in order to promote economic liberalization. Like the free market reforms designed to produce ‘development’, good governance was deployed as yet another tool to manage and transform Southern nations so as to further Northern economic interests. The human rights framework articulated in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), 1948, was ‘steadily supplanted by a trade-friendly, market-friendly, human rights paradigm’ designed to facilitate the enforcement of contracts and the protection of private property for the benefit of global capital rather than protecting the dignity of the human person. Instead of reforming the fundamental structures of the international economy to empower the global South and reduce inequality, the ‘good governance’ initiatives emphasized the need to reform ‘backward’ developing countries and further entrenched the power of the IMF and the World Bank on terms that were largely disadvantageous to the global South.

The end of the Cold War and the rise of United States hegemony in international affairs inaugurated a new justification for Northern intrusion in the global South – military intervention for ostensibly humanitarian purposes. United States-led interventions in Somalia, Kosovo, Iraq, and Afghanistan were justified as efforts to promote democratic governance, protect human rights, and/or combat terrorism. Like the colonial era civilizing mission to Christianize the ‘savages’, these interventions were premised on the legitimacy of using military force to discipline ‘failed’ or ‘rogue’ states. In so doing, the North re-enacted the human rights narrative of the white saviour ‘taming’ or ‘civilizing’ savage or despotic Southern states in order to rescue ‘backward’ peoples who cannot help themselves – once again demonstrating the tenuous sovereignty of Southern nations.

Transnational corporations headquartered in the North have been the prime beneficiaries of Northern interventions in the global South in order to impose market-friendly political and economic reforms. From the oil drilling operations of Chevron/Texaco in Ecuador to the mining activities of Freeport-McMoran in Indonesia, these corporations (and their counterparts in certain emerging Southern nations) are frequently embroiled

78 Gathii, above n 76, 142–4; 156–8.
79 Ibid 149.
80 Anghie, above n 48, 739, 749.
82 Anghie, Imperialism, Sovereignty and the Making of International Law, above n 55, 247–68.
83 Rajagopal, above n 27, 767, 770–73.
in some of the worst human rights and environmental abuses. Far from defending the rights of their citizens, post-colonial states often pursue socially and environmentally destructive development strategies and ruthlessly repress grassroots resistance movements. Eager to secure foreign investment, Southern governments may strive to create a friendly environment for foreign capital by entering into one-sided bilateral investment treaties (BITs) and host state government agreements (HGAs) that protect the property rights of the foreign investor and restrict the ability of Southern states to regulate in the public interest without imposing any corresponding duties on the foreign investor to comply with human rights or environmental standards or on the investor's home state to regulate the extraterritorial conduct of its corporations. As Upendra Baxi observes:

A progressive state [under contemporary globalization] is one that protects global capital against political instability and market failures. A progressive state is one that represents accountability not so much directly to its people, but one that offers itself as a good pupil to the World Bank and International Monetary Fund. A progressive state is one which, instead of promoting world visions of a just international order, learns the virtue of debt repayment on schedule. Moreover, a progressive state is now one which is required to garner conceptions of good governance neither from the histories of struggles against colonization and imperialism nor from its internal social and human rights movements but from the shifting prescriptions of the global institutional gurus of globalization.

4. CAN ENVIRONMENTAL HUMAN RIGHTS PROMOTE ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE?

Environmental human rights discourse holds immense promise for historically subordinated communities as a tool of mobilization against their governments' abuses of nature and of vulnerable populations. The language of human rights is morally compelling, and suggests that human rights should, in theory, trump other, less weighty considerations (such as economic efficiency). Human rights law may thereby serve as an important tool to combat misguided economic policies that harm both the environment and its most vulnerable inhabitants in the North and the South. Unlike international environmental law, human rights law creates substantive and procedural obligations that are enforceable through the citizen complaint mechanism, and thereby

89 Baxi, above n 26, 291.
exposes to international scrutiny the environmental impacts of domestic economic activities.

However, it is important to approach human rights not as an object of veneration, but as an important tool in the pursuit of environmental justice that has both advantages and disadvantages. Rather than reiterate the excellent work of other scholars on the benefits of an environmental human rights framework (with which I wholeheartedly agree), this section draws upon sections 2 and 3 of this chapter to examine the limitations of this discourse and to consider how it might evolve to achieve more effectively its emancipatory promise.

Environmental human rights are derived from a human rights canon devised by the global North in the aftermath of the Second World War with minimal Southern input. This canon favours civil and political rights over economic, social, and cultural rights; elevates individual rights over collective rights; and implicitly regards Western-style liberal democracy as the only legitimate form of government. In order to avoid universalizing yet another Eurocentric model, it is essential to expose the Northern biases of the human rights corpus, infuse it with Southern conceptions of human dignity, and transform it so as to challenge the inequitable economic order that perpetuates the subordination of the global South and the abuse of nature and of historically marginalized communities. The remainder of this section will identify six limitations of the human rights canon, discuss the implications for environmental human rights, and propose ways of enhancing the ability of environmental human rights law and advocacy to challenge environmental injustice.

First, the discourse of human rights (environmental or otherwise) is problematic to the extent that it presents itself as neutral, universal, apolitical, non-ideological, timeless, and eternal thereby obscuring the historic inequities that gave rise to anti-colonial struggles, the North-South divide, and environmental injustice within and between nations. By granting humanity formal equality (the same right to life, health, food, water, privacy, a healthy environment), human rights discourse erases the culpability of the North for poverty and environmental degradation in the South, and cloaks further acts of domination (such as ‘good governance’ initiatives and ‘humanitarian’ interventions) in the benevolent rhetoric of universality and common humanity. As Balakrishnan Rajagopal points out, the global North has gone out of its way to construct human rights as a ‘post-imperial discourse unsullied by the ugly colonial politics of pre-1948, when the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) initiated the modern human rights movement.’

---

91 Ibid 28-9, 87-97; Boyd, above n 18, 234–44.
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portray the UDHR as the culmination of a historical process whereby the concerns of the poor and marginalized (states as well as peoples) triumphed over the interests of the mighty and powerful. However, on closer examination, the complicity of the human rights project with the colonial enterprise becomes evident:

(1) The UDHR did not apply directly to the colonial areas and was subjected to intense maneuvering by Britain at the drafting stage to prevent its application to its colonies despite Soviet pressure.

(2) Anticolonial struggles were hardly ever taken up for scrutiny at the UN Commission on Human Rights before many Third World states came on board in 1967, when membership was enlarged, and even then remained tangential on the agenda formally.

(3) Anti-colonial nationalist revolts in places such as Kenya and Malaya were successfully characterized by the British as ‘emergencies’ to be dealt with as law and order issues, thereby avoiding the application of either human rights or humanitarian law to these violent encounters.

(4) The main anti-imperial strand of human rights discourse – the critique of apartheid in South Africa and of Israeli policies in Palestinian territories using human rights terms by the Third World during the 1960s to 1980s – remained tangential to the mainstream human rights discourse coming from the West.

Environmental justice scholars and activists must recognize that human rights law is a malleable tool – a double-edged sword that can be used to obscure and perpetuate Northern domination or to subvert it. In order to promote environmental justice through human rights law and advocacy, it is important to identify and challenge certain grand narratives that maintain Northern hegemony, including the tendency of Northern states and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) (the ‘saviours’) to target Southern states (the ‘savages’) for human rights violations without taking into account Northern complicity. For example, the criminal tribunals that prosecute genocide and crimes against humanity do not reach the former colonial powers that stoked ethnic conflict (such as France and Belgium in Rwanda) or the states and transnational corporations that benefited from the conflict (such as the arms merchants and resource extractive industries in the Democratic Republic of Congo). A critical approach to environmental human rights law must lay bare the contemporary and historic causes of environmental human rights abuses, disrupt the saviour-savage narrative, and ensure that the discourse and the practice of human rights address the deeper structural inequities that produce environmental injustice.

Second, the environmental human rights framework, like the international criminal tribunals discussed above, is constrained by its inability to hold accountable the
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Northern states and corporations that are complicit in human rights and environmental abuses. Human rights law generally operates vertically – giving citizens of a state a claim against their government. However, as explained in sections 2 and 3 of this chapter, nations in the global South are not fully sovereign. They are structurally dependent on the global North through international institutions (like the World Bank and the IMF), through the WTO (in which the South wields limited bargaining power), through international investment law (which often protects the interests of the foreign investor against those of the local citizens and the environment), and through the vast economic power of transnational corporations (TNCs). In order to grapple with environmental injustice both within and among nations, it is necessary to take into account the constellation of national and global actors that come together to produce these inequities. National governments must be held accountable for their environmental human rights abuses, but it is also essential for human rights law to explicitly authorize claims against the actors in the global North (both states and TNCs) that wield vast economic power over these governments and are implicated in these abuses.

One strategy to address this shortcoming is the evolution of human rights law (via treaty/legislation, soft law, or interpretation by human rights bodies) to recognize what John Knox, the United Nations Independent Expert on Human Rights and the Environment, calls diagonal human rights. Diagonal human rights are rights held by individuals against a foreign government for the extraterritorial consequences of actions taken by those governments directly (such as constructing dams or power plants) or indirectly (through the power they wield in international financial institutions like the IMF and the World Bank or through financing, or failing to regulate the conduct of TNCs). While some human rights treaties explicitly limit state obligations to persons within their jurisdiction, other treaties, including the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 1966 (ICESCR), contain no such limitation and have been interpreted by United Nations bodies to impose extraterritorial obligations.

An example of a diagonal human rights claim is the petition filed by the Inuit against the United States before the Inter-American Commission of Human Rights for human rights violations caused by climate change. While the claim of the Alaskan Inuits
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was vertical (against the state in which they reside), that of the Canadian Inuits was diagonal (against a foreign government). Because the Commission refused to process the claim on the grounds that it could not determine whether the alleged facts were sufficient to constitute a violation of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man, 1948, the jurisdiction of the Inter-American Commission over diagonal human rights claim was not resolved – leaving the door open to future claims of this nature.\footnote{Knox, above n 100, 88–9, 90–91.}

Another strategy to promote diagonal human rights is holding governments accountable for failure to regulate the extraterritorial conduct of their corporations. Under the ICESCR, states have an obligation to ensure that corporations under their jurisdiction and control do not violate economic, social, and cultural rights in other countries.\footnote{R. McCorquodale and P. Simons, 'Responsibility Beyond Borders: State Responsibility for Extraterritorial Violations by Corporations of International Human Rights Law' 2007 Modern Law Review 70: 598, 617–19.} If a state neglects to exercise due diligence to prevent such violations, then it may be liable on that basis.\footnote{Ibid 619–21.} Similarly, capital exporting countries (in the North or the South) that enter into BITs with capital importing countries may be liable for the human rights violations of their TNCs to the extent that the BITs restrict the ability of the capital importing country to regulate the foreign investor in a manner that protects environmental human rights.\footnote{Ibid 621–23.}

Third, the human rights canon, with its emphasis on individual rights, may be ill-suited to the task of advancing the collective rights of indigenous peoples, racial and ethnic minorities, and other subordinated communities disparately burdened by environmental degradation. Indeed, the environmental human rights jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights (the Court) may provide cause for alarm. In 2012, the Council of Europe produced a manual that provides practical guidance on the evolving environmental jurisprudence of the Court under the European Convention of Human Rights and the European Charter.\footnote{Council of Europe, Manual on Human Rights and the Environment (Council of Europe Publishing 2012) <http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/standardsetting/hrpolicy/Publications/Manual_Env_2012_nocover_Eng.pdf>.

\footnote{Ibid 7.} } Adopting a very restrictive view of environmental human rights, the manual states that '[n]either the Convention nor the Charter are designed to provide a general protection of the environment as such and do not expressly guarantee a right to a sound, quiet and healthy environment'.\footnote{F. Francioni, 'International Human Rights in an Environmental Horizon' 2010 European Journal of International Law 21: 41, 50.} Critics of the European approach have argued that the Court’s jurisprudence reflects a very individualistic conception of human rights that fails to value environmental integrity for society as a whole, 'but only as a criterion to measure the negative impact on a given individual’s life, property, private and family life'.\footnote{Ibid 619–21.} 108

However, the case law stemming from the Inter-American human rights system, the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights, 1981, and even the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 1966, adopts a much more collective approach to environmental human rights. For example, in Mayagna Sumo Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights invalidated logging concessions awarded by Nicaragua to foreign investors in the ancestral lands of the Awas Tingni on the basis of collective property rights. In Saramaka People v Suriname, the Inter-American Court used this rationale to protect the collective property rights of an Afro-descendant community. In Social and Economic Rights Action Centre v Nigeria (the Ogoniland case), the African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights concluded that the devastation wrought by petroleum extraction violated the Ogoni people's collective right to a healthy environment. Finally, in Lubikon Lake Band v Canada and in Francis Hopy and Tepoaitu Bessert v France, the United Nations Human Rights Committee upheld the petitioners' contention that the challenged development projects (oil and gas extraction and tourist development, respectively) imposed an unacceptable burden on traditional lands and subsistence systems of indigenous communities as a whole (and not just individual members of the group) in violation of Articles 27 (minority rights) and 17 (protection of family and private life) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

In short, historically marginalized communities in the global South and the global North have successfully vindicated collective human rights in regional human rights bodies. These victories confirm the emancipatory potential of environmental human rights law and advocacy and the ability of the human rights canon to progress and evolve in response to the demands of grassroots environmental justice movements. Indigenous peoples, in particular, have influenced the substantive content of international law through their participation in both formal and informal decision-making and norm-creating processes in regional and global law-making institutions.

Nevertheless, these legal victories have not always translated into success on the ground due, in part, to the fragmented nature of international law and the failure of international economic law to incorporate human rights norms. States and TNCs continue to violate the rights of indigenous peoples by engaging in environmentally

devastating activities (including oil drilling and mining) on indigenous ancestral lands against the express wishes of these communities.115 As one observer points out:

"[I]ndigenous peoples' human rights over their ancestral lands and resources often collide with pre-existing international law norms and other norms that continuously evolve under international trade and investment law. Indigenous peoples' rights over ancestral lands and resources exist outside of, and arguably in subordination to, other norms of international law such as state sovereignty over natural resources and states' right to development. Moreover, corporate actors that benefit from state-granted concessions may be considered to have more rights over lands and resources than indigenous peoples that occupy such lands.116"

Thus, while continuing to advance environmental human rights in national, regional, and international human rights bodies, environmental justice movements in the North and the South must also engage vigorously with international economic law and institutions if the triumphs achieved in the human rights regime are to be more than pyrrhic victories.

Fourth, human rights law is, by definition, anthropocentric, and may therefore universalize the Northern development model based on the domination of nature. Many scholars have argued that the root of the present environmental crisis is the globalization of the Western ideology that separates humans from nature and regards nature in purely instrumental terms.117 Human rights law may reinforce this tendency by giving priority to the satisfaction of human needs and ignoring the inherent rights of nature to exist and the interdependence of humans and nature. While a full discussion of anthropocentricity is beyond the scope of this chapter, it is important to recognize that many of the indigenous peoples who were constructed as 'uncivilized' and in need of 'development' possess legal systems based on a sophisticated understanding of the relationship between humans and nature and a concern for the impact of present economic activity on future generations.118 While people do not always behave in accordance with their values and traditions, these indigenous legal systems can nevertheless provide the foundation for a more robust conception of human rights that recognizes the interdependence of humans and nature. For example, Ecuador’s 2008 Constitution became the first national constitution to provide for the rights of nature, based on the principle of *sumac kawsay*, the Kichwa concept of living in harmony with others and with nature.119 The existence of this constitutional provision does not obviate the tension between the rights of humans and nature, but it does 'shift
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individual and collective perceptions of nature, as something with integrity and value,' thereby increasing the likelihood of more thoughtful decisions regarding human activities that impact the environment.

Fifth, human rights law is designed to provide redress for human rights violations with definite, identifiable perpetrators and victims, but is ill-equipped to handle the North’s ecological debt to the South for centuries of colonial exploitation (including slavery) and decades of ‘modernization’ and ‘development’. While the North’s over-consumption of the planet’s resources and externalization of the social and environmental costs of economic activity have undoubtedly violated the environmental human rights of billions of human beings, proving these human rights violations would be challenging in a highly globalized economy with complex supply chains. It would be difficult to identify specific perpetrators, establish causal links between the conduct and the harm, and do so in a manner that takes into account historic and current responsibility as well as historic, current, and future impacts of the offending conduct. Indeed, the United Nations Human Rights Council, in its 2009 report on human rights and climate change, made similar observations about the difficulty of establishing liability for climate change.¹²¹ The North’s refusal to accept responsibility for its historic greenhouse gas emissions continues to be one of the major stumbling blocks in the climate change negotiations.¹²²

Furthermore, the human rights framework tends to mitigate the harshness of the global economy without questioning its fundamental premises.¹²³ It protects the rights of specific individuals and communities on a case-by-case basis rather than challenging paradigms of economic development that impose disproportionate burdens on the planet’s most vulnerable communities. The case-by-case approach can implicitly legitimate the existing distributions of wealth and power by dealing with environmental injustice as aberrant rather than recognizing it as systemic. Tinkering with the discrete manifestations of injustice may divert attention from efforts to challenge a failed development model based on the myth of unlimited economic growth and externalization of environmental and social costs.

Finally, one of the dangers of human rights discourse is that it may crowd out competing visions of justice and human dignity. In the words of Balakrishnan Rajagopal:

¹²⁰ Burdon, above n 117, 151, 164.
¹²² Gonzales, above n 5, 33.
The epistemological problem is the sheer assertion of power over, and the elimination of, other discourses which may or may not come from the same source as the Western liberal human rights paradigm. . . The empirical problem relates to the wide gap that exists between the legal instantiations of rights to the lived experience of rights, where one encounters the complex reality that there are multiple sources of resistance, emancipation, flourishing, protest and rights-making practices on the ground that are competing and coexisting, and that the human rights discourse is only one language of justice and emancipation.124

In other words, the discourse of human rights fails adequately to reflect the complex and multi-dimensional forms of violence inflicted on subaltern populations,125 to articulate fully the emancipatory aspirations and resistance strategies of diverse grassroots social and environmental justice movements,126 and to represent the world views of non-Western legal and cultural traditions (including Islamic, African, Buddhist, Confucian, Hindu, and indigenous notions of what it means to be human).127 In addition, as noted above, the redress mechanisms of the international human rights system are incapable of providing reparations for systemic injustices such as slavery, colonialism, and the North’s ecological debt to the South.

One response to these critiques is to recognize that the human rights framework, despite its limitations, is nevertheless a powerful tool for vulnerable populations disparately burdened by environmental degradation. Poor communities in places as diverse as Russia, Colombia, Costa Rica, Argentina, Chile, Romania, Turkey, Peru, and South Africa have deployed environmental human rights to obtain access to clean drinking water or to address health risks posed by industrial pollution.128 It is important for legal scholars to supplement theoretical critiques of environmental human rights with empirical studies of environmental justice struggles in order to evaluate the actual operation of human rights norms and institutions and their ability to fulfill the aspirations of subordinated communities.

A second response is to highlight the ways that national and regional interpretations of the right to a healthy environment will inevitably be influenced by local conceptions of human dignity rather than Eurocentric ‘universal’ models. For example, both the Ecuadoran Constitution and Bolivia’s Law of Mother Earth recognize the rights of Nature due, in part, to the incorporation of indigenous values and traditions into the domestic legal system.129 Similarly, New Zealand granted legal personhood to its
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longest navigable river, the Whanganui, in a major step toward the resolution of the historic grievances of Māori peoples. At the regional level, the African Charter of Human and Peoples' Rights (which recognizes the right to a healthy environment) emphasizes rights as well as duties consistent with African conceptions of human beings as integral members of a larger community. This group-centered view of humanity is also evident in national legal systems. Thus, South African public law, private law, and constitutional interpretation have all been influenced by the indigenous concept of ubuntu, a holistic view of human identity as interconnected with the environment and with other persons.

A third response to these critiques is to acknowledge that environmental human rights, even if currently incapable of fully capturing the experiences, aspirations, and perspectives of subaltern communities, are nevertheless an important tool in the larger struggle for environmental justice. The discourse of environmental justice provides social movements with a rich vocabulary of resistance whose emancipatory potential has not yet been co-opted by international law-making processes and institutions. This language of resistance can be used to influence the evolution of environmental human rights at the national, regional, and international level, and to devise legal and extra-legal strategies to demand a more just and sustainable economic order, including the strategic use of environmental human rights litigation.

In sum, far from casting doubt on the utility of the environmental human rights framework, the limitations discussed in this section only highlight the importance of political mobilization to create new rights and obligations and to deploy existing rights in novel and creative ways. Human rights law and discourse must be regarded as a tool to challenge environmental injustice rather than an ossified and unchanging body of law. Thus, in its 2004 report on environmental human rights, Friends of the Earth International unabashedly calls for reparations for the ecological debt caused by the North's depletion and destruction of the South's natural resources and highlights the plight of communities affected by environmental degradation. Human rights law puts a human face on environmental harm and empowers subordinated communities to speak for themselves in domestic or international tribunals and in the court of public
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opinion as a means of naming and shaming human rights abusers and drawing international attention to their own plight and that of similarly situated communities. In so doing, it serves as a powerful tool to educate the public about environmental injustice (current and historic), to build political momentum for reparations, and to create a public dialogue about alternatives to the current growth-at-any-cost economic model. As one commentator points out, 'environmental activists see human rights as fluid and (in a good way) volatile and unstable. Unlike the lawyers they roam beyond the documentation to find new rights. Unlike the philosophers they do not pass their projects through a test rooted in historical or rational consistency. What matters is what works and what can be achieved.'

5. CONCLUSION

Human rights law is a double-edged sword that can serve as another ‘universalizing’ discourse to reinforce environmental injustice within and between nations or as a powerful tool of resistance. Human rights discourse and advocacy opens many possibilities for coordinated local and global resistance to economic paradigms that reinforce North-South inequality, ravage the environment, and inflict unspeakable violence on the planet’s most vulnerable communities. However, environmental human rights scholars and activists need to be mindful of the structural inequities that perpetuate environmental injustice and of the historic role of international law in justifying these inequities if they are to avoid reproducing colonial discourses and destructive top-down ‘development’ strategies. In order to achieve its emancipatory potential, human rights law must not be static and wedded to the past, but constantly changing and open to new influences from grassroots environmental justice struggles. In the words of Upendra Baxi:

[the summons for the destruction of ‘narrative monopolies’ in human rights theory and practice is of enormous importance, as it enables us to recognize that the authorship of human rights rests with communities in struggle against illegitimate power formations and the politics of cruelty. The local, not the global, it needs to be emphasized, remains the crucial site of struggle for the enunciation, implementation, and enjoyment and exercise of human rights. The pre-history of almost every global institutionalization of human rights is furnished everywhere by the local.]

Human rights law is by no means a panacea for the world’s environmental ills, but it is an important tool in the struggle for global environmental justice that complements, but does not replace domestic environmental regulation, the negotiation and implementation of environmental treaties, and extra-legal popular mobilization for a more just, humane, and ecologically sustainable economic order.
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